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Synopsis
Atlas of Musculoskeletal Ultrasound Anatomy provides an essential grounding in normal ultrasound anatomy, enabling the reader to assess whether anatomy is disrupted through injury or disease. The book is structured systematically, with all commonly imaged areas illustrated by high quality ultrasound scans with accompanying concise descriptive text. Features of the second edition:
• Over 100 individual anatomical descriptions
• Numerous new images from the latest generation ultrasound machines
• Improved surface anatomy diagrams indicating limb and probe optimal positions for each area of anatomy
• Numerous radiographic anatomical diagrams showing ultrasound probe overlying the anatomical structure for improved visual understanding Atlas of Musculoskeletal Ultrasound Anatomy appeals to a wide range of practitioners who need to visualize the musculoskeletal system to diagnose injuries or locate blood vessels or nerves while undertaking clinical procedures. Radiologists, sonographers, anaesthetists, physiotherapists, rheumatologists, and orthopaedic surgeons will find this an invaluable practical reference.
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Customer Reviews
Unfortunately some of the ultrasound images are very poor in the kindle edition, but I don't know what they are like in the book. I would not recommend it.